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Appendix 1 (a) : Comments from respondents who preferred Option 1 
 

Ref Comment 
1001 Last leaving time 

1002 shorter break in the middle of the day and its not confusing and has different times for 
different days etc.  Year round one schedule 

1003 Want to keep late sailings for emergencies. 

1004 I work  for BC Ambulance service at the Gabriola station & option 1 would provide the best 
service for patients getting off the island for care at Nanaimo hospital 

1005 last departures from Nanaimo. 

1006 What works best is the later departure from Nanaimo. 

1007 Consistent 

1008 As a shift worker I like the 615 early ferry I can make my 7am shift I also like the last ferry 
later at 11pm 

1009 Later last trip mon to sat...minimum time gap in middays....good first daily start time 

1010 none of these are good options, so why am I being told these are the only options. 

1011 The latest evening sailing. 

1012 The times and less delays 

1013 It runs to 11 pm reliably all year 

1014 We are already used to the mid-afternoon break, and we like the last boat at 11PM as a 
safety net for connections from Departure Bay 

1015 morning sailings from gabriola 

1016 Minimize gaps in service. 

1017 11pm home and the smaller daytime gap. 

1018 Last ferry from Nanaimo 

1019 It is simplest and stays the same year round. Also needed is 5 sailings in the morning. 

1020 Daytime service 

1021 First and last ferry for commuting my children to sporting event 

1022 5 sailings all year round during the week. No early 5:30 ferry.  Last ferry at 11:00 

1023 Later last ferry from Nanaimo.  Wednesday schedule more convenient more our curling 
activity in Nanaimo. 

1024 I use early morning and late night runs - both would be best, but losing the morning run 
disastrous 

1025 Later evening departure from Nanaimo 

1026 Early student 7:30 ferry and 3:45  10:55pm ferry 

1027 Evening gap is not from 820 to 1005. I have young children and have missed the 820 to only 
get home until 11 and them sleeping by 1130. 

1028 Ferry for students leaving Nanaimo at 4:05 

1029 It is simple and reasonable 

1030 Late ferry back from Nanaimo 

1031 Same all year round. Last ferry later. Breaks are better positioned. 

1032 Better then option 2 or 3.  However existing schedule works for me also 

1033 works for me when i have to work in town and getting back in the afternoon with no 2 hour 
gap. and also the later sailing for when i ever get to go to the movies and such. 

1034 5 morning sailings and only 1 hr 20 min between sailings 

1035 Consistency of the late night sailing (11pm) from Nanaimo. This allows for evening 
entertainment in Nanaimo or more importantly, the possibility to travel from Vancouver on the 
9pm Horseshoe Bay run and maybe even make the 11pm Gab ferry... 

1036 Six fifteen 

1037 later last ferry 

1038 Good mid days 
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1039 Option 1 works best - I currently take the 6:30am to work and return on the 5:00pm sailing.   
Therefore the 6:15am, would be best, with the 5:00pm return staying the same (albeit the 
5:00pm is notoriously late with the short turnaround time and hopefully with the student 
sailing leaving 5 minutes earlier, then it might help the 5:00pm sailing to leave on time). 

1040 Better linkage to other ferries or flights 

1041 Late night trip from Nanaimo. 

1042 early morning sailing 

1043 Link to Duke Point ferry 

1044 The times work best for me and prefer to have a later ferry. 

1045 11:05 SAILING FROM NANAIMO 

1046 I need the option #1.  I am an after-hours emergency dispatcher in downtown Nanaimo, and 
most of my shifts end at 10:30pm.  I need the time to be able to get to the ferry and get home. 

1047 the 11am sailing is back 

1048 As a commuter to Duncan  I need both an early morning departure and a later evening return 
option 

1049 Evening option best accommodates participation youth activities attended in Nanaimo 

1050 departure bay morning boat lines up with this one 

1051 Maintaining the 11:00 pm. from Nanaimo. 

1052 Less time between ferries 

1053 It is closest to the original, before all the changes, more convenient 

1054 11 pm back from Nanaimo and more sailings, still missing the 5.30 ferry 

1055 Following the best schedule for High School students, I am a teacher. 

1056 the times leaving Nanaimo work better for me in the afternoon and evening 

1057 Morning at 7:40 and return I am unsure of - is it 4:05 and no more until 8:25 or is there a 
sailing between 4:05 and 6:35?  A printed out schedule would have been helpful 

1058 Ability to go to Port Theatre and catch ferry home with confidence. 

1059 Afternoon times from Nanaimo; 11 pm from Nanaimo.  7:30 and 8:45 a.m. from Gabriola are 
good. 

1060 Increased number of departures leaving Gabriola during the day AND retaining the late 
departure from Nanaimo 

1061 the 11 pm time for the last ferry 

1062 The later times for returning allows for late night returns after work or a social evening in 
Nanaimo. 

1063 less gap between daytime sailings + my work shifts finish at 10 pm + on some occasions 
10:30 pm , so the daytime commute would be easier + still getting home at night. The daytime 
ferries at present are so congested that is difficult to get to work. 

1064 I work night shifts and would not be finished work in time for a 10:30 sailing 

1065 Re : #1 my ranking was  1,3,2. Option #1 seems most fair. 

1066 The late sailing MUST be preserved around 11 pm. 

1067 Evening runs. 

1068 Early and late catch Vancouver to dep bay ferry then Gabriola 

1069 seems to be the most balanced 

1070 Totally unhappy with all schedules these days, but am most concerned with a m ferries ( after 
9 a m), and last 2 at night (V.IMP.). No opinion on earliest and ones affecting students. 
Longer gaps during day have been frustrating. Don't understand why, in spite of longer gaps 
between sailings, ferry has been consistently late (it was usually on time with the old 
schedule). 

1071 later last departure time 

1072 more choices re returning from Nanaimo, tks. 

1073 My computer won't let me change it.  It should read 1,3,2.  I like the option of the later ferry. 

1074 early departure time and late returns with less of a gap on the busy week days 

1075 Late ferry 

1076 I do not like any of them. I like the schedule we have now. but one is the best of the three 

1077 Least disruption to daytime schedule 
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1078 The mid morning has less time between runs. 

1079 Not such a big gap in the afternoons 

1080 The 3:45 ferry for students 

1081 More options mid-morning (reduced overload anxiety) and late evening returns 

1082 no need for 5:30 ferry 

1083 it doesn't change  the early morning trips align well with getting to work  there are late evening 
boats 

1084 least gaps between sailings and late night sailings 

1085 shorter gap during day time. 

1086 Regularity and 5 daily trips during weekdays for island residents. 

1087 last ferry leaving time 

1088 getting back to island in evening 

1089 best timing for trips of necessity to and from Nanaimo 

1090 11:00pm departure from Nanaimo 

1091 Reduced gap between departures; simplicity 

1092 Late night ferry sailing from Nanaimo. Early ferry leaves at the same time every day. Less 
day-specific changes to keep track of (and potentially mess up). 

1093 That we keep the last ferry as late as possible and that the break at night is 7:15-9:00 as we 
are on the 7:20 (now) with young kids 3 nights a week and option 2 with an 8:25 return time is 
too late for kids in activities. 

1094 last ferry 11pm 

1095 shorter midday break on weekdays  later last ferry to Nanaimo 

1096 Last sailing departure from Nanaimo. 

1097 getting home at a reasonable hour.   Also why are we changing it again? Why can't we keep 
the existing option? 

1098 Allows me to get home at a reasonable hour from work - 4.55. The other schedules at 5.20 
are too late. It's also the same all year which is nice. 

1099 Early departure from Gabriola and late evening departure from Nanaimo 

1100 I like the earliest morning and latest night options. 

1101 Allows me to work and still live on Gabriola. 

1102 3:45 pm ferry home although I wish it was 3:30 pm  2:25 pm ferry home for when kids have 
early dismissal from school  I have a class from 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm on Mondays so the 
schedule works OK for that although leaving at 6:05 pm is pretty early. 

1103 5 Mon-Fri daytime departures and 11 pm last home. 

1104 Later evening option and gap in service is at a reasonable time 

1105 I like the most late crossings.  I like the gaps - start and end times and amount of time that 
comprises the gap. I like the later start time in the morning. 

1106 Good on weekdays and takes into account less traffic at the weekend. 

1107 returning from Nanaimo at 2:25 PM before rush hour and working  people and students 

1108 Late night sailing 

1109 It is the best of a series of poor options for me. 

1110 the ferry departing from Nanaimo at 11pm 

1111 The later last ferry. And although it's more confusing I think having more sailings on 
weekdays than weekends makes sense. 

1112 I teach an evening class in Nanaimo and dislike waiting until 10:05 to return to my home on 
Gabriola. 9pm is preferable although 9:10 would be even better. 

1113 I'm normally on the 6:30am or 8:40 (Sun) and back on the 5pm or (6:10 sun.)  I'm still able to 
catch those ferries with my present work schedule.  Also hate to see highschool kids having 
to wait longer in Nanaimo, would like to see them on the 3:45pm rather than post 4pm. 

1114 Late night ferry 

1115 The 8xx sailing is earlier than in the other options 

1116 there are three sailings in early pm from Nanaimo 1.10, 2.25 and 3.45. the 2.25 sailing will 
hopefully relieve the 3.45 one, which is always too crowded. this option is better as the hours 
suit my working schedule better (I work for the school district in Nanaimo). 
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1117 I work out of province and have to catch a flight from Nanaimo 

1118 Its a reasonable compromise. 

1119 6:15 from Gab; 6:05, 7:15, and 9, 10, 11 from Nanaimo 

1120 Last Sailing, weekend reduction. 

1121 The last sailing from Nanaimo and the reduced Sat/Sun schedule. 

1122 seems to be the best workable compromise all the way around 

1123 Later sailing. Less gap midday 

1124 I like the late daily departure from Nanaimo. 

1125 Retains late sailing. 

1126 11PM departure from Nanaimo  7:15-9:00 Pm gap in evening service leaving Nanaimo 

1127 commuting hours morning and after-noon work  shorter midday-break  late evening serves 

1128 1 and 3 are very similar, but prefer having same schedule through the year if it will work. 

1129 11:00 ferry plus earlier evening gap 

1130 the evening break is later .optimally leave evening break as is 820pm to 1005pm 

1131 I'm a commuting and want to leave@3:45 - do not want to leave after 4pm - esp with the 
thought that it may be even later. 

1132 later departure to accommodate arriving on the island from Vancouver 

1133 Schedule Nr. 1 seems to be just right, especially mornings and late night, this is ok best one 

1134 get home at a reasonable hour from work  Why can't we have this schedule with an earlier 
morning option? 

1135 gap between departures should be no more than 1h and a bit 

1136 longest gab 1h20m during week days  evening 715-9pm &11pm leaving Nanaimo 

1137 I work in town, and shifts end normally at 1045 or 11....as it is I run to the boat every night. 

1138 The 7:30 am departure from Gabriola to Nanaimo for work and the 6:05 and 7:15 returning to 
Gabriola from Nanaimo 

1139 Option one works best 

1140 I need late night ferries 

1141 less waiting for my most needed sailing times.  Suitable for later visiting off Island. 

1142 gap in evening service & last departure from Nanaimo 

1143 the same all year and the maximum gap is only two hours 

1144 The high school kids get home a bit earlier, which I feel is important.  It allows one to enjoy a 
movie or theatre event without worrying about rushing to catch the ferry.  It also allows people 
coming to the island to visit friends and family a later departure. 

1145 Better times to meet appointments 

1146 It is far from ideal and doesn't really work for my schedule, however is the better of the three. 

1147 fairly evenly spaced times early to late 

1148 Live on Mudge...in winter because its dark we get the 10:05 to Nanaimo & the return @ 3:45 
is too late & dark for our small boat crossing to Mudge. Lining up at 1pm for the 1:50 leaves 
just over 2 hours for Dr. appointments or shopping. 

1149 11pm last ferry from Nanaimo year round.  Gap in the evening is best for nighttime .and the 
gap in the afternoon is best for my life style. 

1150 Regular mid-afternoon sailings from Nanaimo to return to Gabriola. 

1151 the combination of early departure, and mid-day sailings 

1152 Option 1 The high school kids do not have to wait the extra time and the last sailing is 11pm 

1153 no long brakes in schedule 

1154 Consistent schedule.  Low risk of getting trapped in Nanaimo in the evening. 

1155 Catching the ferry from departure bay 

1156 schedule for students 

1157 I require as late in the evening as possible sailing from Nanaimo. 

1158 Later sailing times from Nanaimo. Less large gaps. 

1159 it gives us the most sailings when they're most needed - during the week. 

1160 shorter gaps during the week 

1161 Timings 

1162 best options for late night shift workers 
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1163 lesser of the worst 

1164 Early and late times for travel to Nanaimo, and the frequent midday sailings for our guests 
and family coming from Victoria. The 2:35 hr  gap in travel on the weekend afternoons 
severely shortens time on the Island and will create overloads on either side of the gap. 

1165 11pm last ferry ,,but hate the 2hr 35 min gap   Love the 6:15 first boat....I often take the 6:30 
am 

1166 I feel we need a late sailing daily, even if there is only one or two cars.  During the day now 
there is always overloads and the ferry is running almost full.  This makes up for the less cars 
on the late runs. 

1167 Evening Gap works better for my lifestyle 

1168 I want to maintain the 11pm departure out of Nanaimo to ensure return connection to a later 
sailing from the mainland particularly on Sundays.. 

1169 keeping the late sailings 

1170 Late daily departure from Nanaimo 

1171 # of departures + 11:00pm departure from Nanaimo 

1172 - shorter maximum gap daytime  - later final sailing daily 

1173 Evening gap is less and 9 is good 

1174 evening gaps is shorter 

1175 Option 2 is completely isn't even close to being a option for me ever it's unrealistic. Opinion 
one because as of now if you don't catch he 8:20 you in town with 4 year olds till 10 which is 
to late but option 1 there is a nine, that way as a mom I can still go home get the kids ready or 
bed finish what I gotta do and have down time with out it being 2 in the morning by the time I 
try to have at least 1 hr before I gotta do it all over again. Kids are involved in 
dance,soccer,skating hockey. Getting home at ten or trying to make the 820 Back but 
realizing you need groceries is hard and impossibly at times. 

1176 11.00 last sailing is preferential 

1177 While I prefer the current schedule to any of these options, option 1 provides the latest return 
sailing which would help me to play hockey and attend late night events/shows in Nanaimo.It 
also provides the greatest likelihood to allow my wife's occasional requirement to work in 
Nanaimo in the evening/ 

1178 Consistency in timing, which makes it easier to track.  Late evening departure.  More frequent 
midday service. 

1179 The Current Schedule works best for me as a shift worker, Option one has the latest 
departing ferry from Nanaimo, allowing both work and recreation for my family. 

1180  

1181 The timing of all 

1182 late night return sailing 

1183 I would prefer to keep the existing schedule.....however of the three options, it is the last ferry 
at 11pm the I require.  I use that run at least one day a week but usually more than that. 

1184 connects best with last ferry from Horseshoe Bay, connections to and from lower mainland 
are important to me, if they do not connect it means staying in a hotel over night 

1185 greater # of departures from Gabe & Nanaimo,  Gap in evening sailings from Nanaimo  11 
pm departure from Nanaimo year round 

1186 gap in the afternoon is better time. 

1187 Late ferry from Nanaimo 

1188 The last sailing from Nanaimo at 11:00 p.m.  

1189 Later ferry to Gabriola in the evening. Shorter gap mid-day 

1190 The ranking options default to 1,2 and 3. I would like to put in 1 3 and 2. 

1191 I selected 1 as my preferred option but it registers as 3.  I would then like 3 to be my second 
choice and option 2 being my last.  I am unable to select the options as requested. 

1192 The same all year and the maximum gap is only two hours 
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Appendix 1 (b) : Problems identified by respondents who preferred Option 1 
 

Ref Comment 
1193 Leaving on first trip unable to get ferry to Vancouver 

1194 the last ferry is at 10:30 but I think this is better than having a large gap in the afternoon 

1195 Those long gaps in service. 

1196 the 2 hr 35min gap on Sat & Sun is problematic 

1197 The biggest problem for me is always whether or not the ferry arrival in Nanaimo allows me to 
connect with the city bus schedule that goes to VIU. Please take into consideration the bus 
schedule and see if the ferry arrival times can be coordinated. Thank you. 

1198 As a shift worker again the 345 ferry could be later say 350 or 4 pm 

1199 Large and too late gap in evening schedule...want option 2 evening times and gap hrs gap 

1200 Cutting morning sailings AND cutting evening sailings BOTH impact my ability to run my farm 
in a profitable manner.  Cutting the morning sailing means I can't get to markets and I can't 
take my animals to the Abbatoir in time. Cutting the late night sailings means I can't return 
from evening markets, events and trade shows in time.  Both mean people will leave the 
island. 

1201 It doesn't start early enough. 

1202 Later first ferry in the morning.  One less sailing on weekends will cause congestion. 

1203 There will always be overloads no matter what the schedule is 

1204 Not from my perspective. 

1205 can't do evening markets anymore, but at least I can get my animals to the abattoir 

1206 Not for me 

1207 7:15 to 9pm gap 

1208 We usually do out grocery shopping on the weekends. If we don't get on the ferry early 
morning, by the latest, 12, and if the 1230 is overloaded there is no ferry until 3.10. Wouldn't 
even make it to the grocery stores until 4pm 

1209 It would be nice to have the Ferry leave Gabriola at 7:30am 

1210 long gaps 

1211 The need for gaps pose personal scheduling problems and potential overload traffic flow 
problems. 

1212 Absolutely, the first sailing may not allow me to attend tournaments on time. 

1213 Large Sat/Sun gap in afternoon. 

1214 Gap in evening service 

1215 Sunday last ferry not late enough 

1216 The 5:30am sailing will be problematic for those that commute to Vancouver, travel and need 
to get to the Nanaimo airport and for nurses and doctors, where there shift starts at 7:00am., 
etc. 

1217 The evening gaps will probably  mean I will take fewer ferries. 

1218 May-Oct. late sailings from Nanaimo 

1219 Not any that I can think of right now 

1220 THE DANGEROUS CARGO [refuelling???] SCHEDULE LEAVES TOO BIG A HOLE IN THE 
EVENING SERVICE FROM NANAIMO 

1221 No 10pm sailing with option #1 

1222 The 8:20-10:05 gap 

1223 High school students have a long wait to come home 

1224 not as good as original. we need more goddamn sailings 

1225 Missing the 5:30 ferry 

1226 Not having the 5:35 am ferry is a problem for people having to make other ferry connections 
to go to Vancouver airport or wanting to drive long distance in one day. It will add a hotel stay. 

1227 ALL OF IT but between a rock and a hard place it is impossible to know - what 5 sailing times 
are they?  Not many actual sailing times are given so whose guess is it? 

1228 I can see overloads on the busier ones, esp. from Gabriola. 
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1229 the early ferry is not early enough and does not allow time to connect to the first Nanaimo to 
Horseshoe Bay sailing 

1230 I would love to maintain a 5:30 am start time so that we can get to our workshop locations to 
teach without having to set up a secondary residence away from Gabriola. 

1231 For me, no, but some people may have a problem with the 1st ferry being later (6:15 ) 

1232 It's pretty much all problematic. BC Ferries should listen to us and restore the service they 
recently cut. 

1233 Crowding 

1234 depends when the daytime gap is 

1235 THE 2H.35M GAPS BETWEEN SAILINGS.. GOOD GRIEF!!! 

1236 we will work with it. 

1237 Would really like TWO early AM chances getting to Nanaimo for Dr. appointments, tks. 

1238 Sometimes it would be nice to leave earlier but rarely. 

1239 Yes. A 6:30am departure works better for my bike ride to work. Earlier or later is not good for 
me. a 7:30 gets me too late and the 615 is just that much earlier. 

1240 I would prefer an 11 pm last run from Nanaimo to Gabriola. 

1241 The reduced service has been a huge problem for medical appointments in Nanaimo and 
Victoria 

1242 Gosh "tongue firmly in cheek" maybe it will work! 

1243 waiting time on the weekend in the afternoon 

1244 Perhaps delaying the earliest sailings in the morning. 

1245 The long gap before 4 PM on Sat/Sun. 

1246 Not as much, I do not like option 2 as it means our high school students are off island for 
longer and it's already a long day for them 

1247 Option 1 is preferred choice but 6:15 is a bit early. 6:30 would be a better option 

1248 Option 1 is the best one but the 6.15am ferry is a bit early. Be nicer to have the 6.30am ferry. 

1249 I think the current schedule is better.  I think that the 2.35 hour gap will cause overflow, 
frustrated travellers will result in less people moving or visiting the island. 

1250 The gap on weekends is too large.  Wish the 7:30 am ferry could remain at 7:40 am.  The gap 
from 7:15 pm to 9 pm will be problematic for kids with activities. If the 7:15 pm ferry is missed 
that's a long time to wait on a school night. 

1251 Would welcome an earlier start if required for shift workers 

1252 Later the better for the last crossing. I catch the late ferry coming back from playing hockey 
on sundays, fridays and mondays. 

1253 Maybe the first ferry off the island should be 6:00am 

1254 same as above 

1255 Tying times to the Duke Point and Departure Bay ferry schedules, particularly later in the day. 

1256 May not be early enough for some people. The gap on weekends will probably mess up other 
people's schedules quite a bit. 

1257 Bringing out of Town 

1258 Would like to see the 5pm and 6:10pm sailings remain; i see a number of people who use 
those ferries regularly (particularly the 5pm) who may be afffected even by a marginally 
earlier sailing? 

1259 Not synchronizing with Departure Bay/Horseshoe Bay ferry 

1260 The rest of the schedule doesn't matter to me 

1261 Too many Whiny rich old people on Gabriola that have nothing better to bitch about 

1262 What is the load time? Loading should commence at about 6:05 to allow sailing at 6:15. 

1263 It is important that the 6:15 sailing actually sail at that time. Loading should commence 
earlier. 

1264 the evening gap 

1265 Some will be affected by losing early morning sailing 

1266 It would be nice to have the early 5.35 a.m. departure from Gabriola. 

1267 Loss of the early 0530 sailing will mean monthly hotel overnights in Vancouver due to flight 
schedules. 
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1268 Losing the early morning sailing will be problematic for some. Keeping the late last departure 
near 11 is more important though. 

1269 the 2hr 35min gap during the weekend is a bit much but i can live with it. 

1270 yes the 615 am will be overloaded due to the dropped earlier departure and likely the 715 pm 

1271 I think that it is extremely important that any schedule accommodates the students travelling 
back and forth from school.  If school finishes at 3:15 do they have enough time to talk to 
teachers at the end of the day?  Students should not feel rushed out of class and onto the 
buses to get to the ferry to have to wait for a ferry departure. 

1272 I do not like neither Schedule 2 nor Schefule 3, both are no good. 

1273 Why can't we have this schedule with an earlier morning option? 

1274 The boats still dont go late enough to sustain a diverse (aka young) population. 

1275 If the 7:30 am left Gabriola at 7:40 am it would be optimum but 10 minutes earlier is 
acceptable to me 

1276 if we have to choose one this is the best 

1277 I still don't like the 2 hour gap on the weekend 

1278 Nothing that we can't work around. 

1279 No more problematic than now with ferry overloads. 

1280 Could be problems for people working on weekends 

1281 The later start will make work difficult.  I rely on the early ferry as well as the late night ferry. 

1282 The bus that goes to Mount Washington (Smith Transportation) leaves Port Place at 6:25am 
on weekends. There is not a single option for Gabriolans to catch that bus for skiing. If there 
was a 6.00am ferry on weekends, there would be a lot of happy Gabriolan youth. 

1283 The early departure each day should be 5.30   Seven days a week! 

1284 Cannot connect to the 6:30 boat from departure bay to Vancouver. 

1285 Trying to co-ordinate between the gabriola ferry and the departure bay ferry.  Frustrating on 
why the duke point and departure bay ferries are leaving at the same time and not allowing 
flex ably when coming from gabriola. 

1286 early boat doesn't sync with  first departure bay boat. 

1287 Weekend having very large gaps 

1288 Late afternoon. 

1289 evening gap is a problem, would prefer see a longer lunchtime break Mon-Fri. 

1290 worst of the worst 

1291 The large gap leaving Nanaimo at weekends 

1292 Yes the 2hr and 35 min gap (at weekends) 

1293 Maybe the longer break on Saturday and Sunday, but if you are going to Nanaimo one can 
plan their day around this. 

1294 Not much as I work on gabe. 

1295 The big afternoon break on Sat/Sun is not ideal but presumably a necessary compromise if 
maintaining the late ferry from Nanaimo. 

1296 Will continue to have ferry waits in the summer.  Since there are no name/address required, 
how will you know that each resident only has one vote? 

1297 The 6:15am departure time from Gabriola will NOT allow residents the ability to reach the 
6:30 departure ferry to the mainland. 

1298 The 2 and half hrs in the afternoon is a little long, but seeing as bc ferries dumped a 200,000 
or more on a new ticket booth it's not like that money could've gone to pay for the crew or gas 
etc. so my answer is ring back the old schedule have a l715-915 gap at night keep are last 
ferry 11or 1130 11pm being the last no earlier then 11pm should the boat leave nanaimo. The 
real problematic aspect of this is BC FERRIES keeps reverting where money could go to 
save our lost sailings. There's so logic in this what so ever, it might be shiny and new but it's 
structure and management is what really needs renovating. 

1299 First sailing is too late 
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1300 I prefer the current schedule over all these options because it provides an earlier start time 
and a later end time than the proposed new options. The new option that I provided the 
highest rank (Option 1) will require me to stay overnight in Nanaimo when my work requires 
that I catch the 6:30 ferry from Departure to Horseshoe bays, which happens 3 to 4 times per 
year. 

1301 The midday gap on weekends might lead to overcrowding.  Later start in the morning might 
be a problem for a few people. 

1302 None of the4 new options, including my "preferred" option allow a Gabriolan to catch the first 
ferry off of Vancouver Island via Horseshoe Bay. Limiting work for my Husband who 
frequently works off island during the summer months. Also limits travel via YVR etc 

1303 no early morning departure from gabe 

1304 Like I mentioned above, I like the existing schedule (summer and fall) however with my 
preference, there are times that I am requiring the 5.30 run.  Also, I work shift work.  My office 
is open 7x24 and the shifts stagger in those hours.  There are times where I currently need to 
take a ferry that gets me to Nanaimo 2 hours before my shift.  As I can tell, with these new 
options, that would happen more often each week than the one or two times a week that it 
does now. 

1305 2hr35min break is a bit long 

1306 7:30 am ferry from Gabe may be hard on students and folks who work in Nanaimo starting at 
9. A bit too early - 7:40 seems to work well. 

1307 the early ferry is gone...and although i don't use much, I do travel and often need to get to 
airport early. 

1308 No way to get to Vancouver early. 

1309 Not that I can see at the present time. 

1310 First sailing from Gabriola. Impossible to connect with the early ferry out of Departure Bay. 

1311 Yes, I prefer the 7:15 to 9 gap vs the 8:20 to 10:05.  It is a long wait for those who just cannot 
make the earlier evening ferry. 
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Appendix 2 (a) : Comments from respondents who preferred Option 2 
 

Ref Comment 
2001 5:20 pm departure from Nanaimo. 

2002 The only acceptable option is #2. The others don't have an early enough ferry to catch the 
early ferry from Departure Bay to Horseshoe Bay. 

2003 option 2 

2004 Consistent from day to day.  Other than that, my personal preference would be to see the 
interests to those who must commute or do business off island respected.  I'm half retired, 
and have few time constraints in doing my ongoing work.  Therefore I would be happy to be 
flexible for those who have tighter schedules. 

2005 I like to retain the early morning ferry for the times I fly early from Nanaimo and also I think 
there are shift workers who use this ferry. 

2006 I work in Nanaimo as a RN from 0730-1930 and 1930-0730 four times a week.  Option 2 with 
a ferry departing Gabriola at 0635 with a return from Nanaimo at 2025 will help keep my work 
commute to a more reasonable length (although I cannot believe it is being lengthened yet 
again!).  My high school student will also appreciate being able to get home earlier on early 
dismissal days.  My VIU student will find his schedule unchanged. 

2007 Not too many changes 

2008 the 8:25 pm leaving Nanaimo is what is important to me especially on Thurs. nights. 

2009 I take the 6:30 am ferry to work every day. I don't want to get up 15 min earlier! 

2010 There exists only 1 domino style trip from Gabriola to the Mainland.  5:30 From Gabriola:  
This trip gets you to Vancouver at a reasonable 9:00 A.M.  Any change made to the service 
should consider this vital link and the Departure time should float with the Horseshoe Bay 
connection. 

2011 the first sailing is the most important one to me as I start work at 6AM. 

2012 Connection for first ferry to Vancouver. 

2013 If high school kids have sports after school, they are more likely to make it home on the 6:35 
ferry than on a 6:05 ferry. 

2014 Seems more respectful of everyone's needs. Works best for my trips to nanaimo and 
returning at 4 ish. 

2015 the evening gap is earlier, I get off work, in Nanaimo, at 730 pm. I am an RN, there are 
several of us who need a ferry at around 8 pm. 

2016 Consistency. 

2017 Option 2 is the only option suitable.  6:15 AM is too early, but 7:30 is too late.  If I have to 
have a longer commute every day, I'd rather have the extra time at the end of the day (a 4:05 
PM vs the 3:45 PM) so I can do my "in town" business.  With a 6:15 AM departure from Gabe, 
not a thing is open that early, so it's a total waste of time!! 

2018 Just option 2 is acceptable.  For anyone who has to start work at 8:00 AM, the 6:15 AM first 
ferry is totally unacceptable... and the 7:30 is too late.  Most people who have to commute 
daily, including for school, already have terribly long day... why not add the extra time to the 
end of the day when these folks can actually do something with their extra time in town-- 
when shops, banks, coffee shops are actually open.  That's why I'd rather see the extra time 
at the end of the day, rather than in the morning. 

2019 No two hour gap and the 11am service reinstated, so with hope no lining up minimum 45 min 
advance to ensure you make it on in the mornings. I usually wait until this time of morning so 
those who have to get to work have one more spot 

2020 Must be at work by 06:15 and option 2 meets this need. 

2021 It's most important to have an early morning boat, as the lack of one can sometimes wreck 
many important plans 

2022 Same time in the morning for commuting, only slightly later in the evening 

2023 I work 7:30-4:00 daily. My other option - option 1, is the 6:15 and I don't want to get up 15 
minutes earlier.  We need the 5:35 ferry. 

2024 The 5:35am departure for connecting to flights and other ferries 
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2025 5:35 am sailing.  I connect to the departure bay ferry for work.  There are professional, social 
and personal impacts if you remove this option from Gabriolans. 

2026 5:20 return to gabriola works better for me as a daily commuter. it is likely that many people 
get off work at 4:30 or 5pm - thus waiting until 6:30 seems unreasonable 

2027 it's the only one that connects with the first ferry from Departure Bay 

2028 it meets up with early Dep. Bay sailing 

2029 I commute to Vancouver and need to connect with the Dep. Bay ferry @ 6:30 (6:20 in the 
summer). Not having the 5:30ish run would mean having to leave the night before, a pretty 
major inconvenience. 

2030 The early morning runs are just as critical as the late evening runs. I need to get to the first 
boat out of Departure Bay, and couldn't do that on options 1 & 3 

2031 In your drive to protect late evening service, did you forget about early mornings? Even if a 
small number of people need the 5:30 on a daily basis, most of us need it sometime or other, 
especially to get to Vancouver at a reasonable time. I can't imagine living here without that 
option available.     

2032 to meet the early ferry to mainland 

2033 The early evening ferries 

2034 I actually think that all of these options are worse than what we have now.  # 2 is just the least 
bad. 

2035 5:55pm  to nanaimo and 9:25 to gabriola 

2036 Early morning sailings; consistency of sailing throughout  the week so I don't have to 
constantly check between weekday and weekend sailings 

2037 I work in healthcare and need the early am ferry to get to work on time. 

2038 early morning ferry 

2039 Morning ferry 

2040 Allows connection to early ferry to Horseshoe Bay. 

2041 Prefer the 5:30 am ferry to allow connection to the 6: 30 ferry from Departure Bay to 
Horseshoe Bay 

2042 Option 2 is best for me as I visit friends and family often on the Island and it coordinates with 
my work schedule 

2043 Early morning ferry and not the long gaps during the day. 

2044 The fact that it has the option to get off the island at 5:35 am in order to connect with the 6:30 
ferry from Departure bay to Vancouver whenever anyone needs to is most important.  The 
idea that there may be less overloads at peak times is essential. 

2045 5:35 AM weekday sailing 

2046 early morning 

2047 Closest to time wanted on Sunday 

2048 less confusing 

2049 All of it . 

2050 The best all round option 

2051 Option to have early departure 

2052 Meets my need to get off gabriola early enough to get to work 

2053 We use the early morning ferry, never late night. 

2054 7.40 dep Gabe  4.05 dep Nan 

2055 Not having to get the 8:55 ferry for an 11am appointment as the 10:05 is running late.  Also 
having to get the the ferry terminal in Nanaimo over hour early to get on the 3:50 

2056 1st ferry times 

2057 The 5:30 am sailing is critical for me I commute to Vancouver weekly 

2058 Allows catching early Departure Bay ferry 

2059 It's early enough (5:35) to get to work. 

2060 635 - my partner commutes dauly 

2061 6:35 am sailing is important for my work  5:35 am provides accessibility option for mainland 
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2062 Option 2 is the only schedule that enables connections to the first sailing from Departure Bay 
and the early flight from the Nanaimo Airport..  Also folks that work south or north of Nanaimo 
would not be able  to make an early shift. 

2063 cab still connect to early Vancouver ferry, midday gap is less 

2064 As I don't have to leave the island much, I'm not affected a lot by the schedule, but I believe it 
will be easier to problem-solve about how to reduce the impacts on high school students 
waiting in Nanaimo than it will be for shift workers who need to get to jobs. 

2065 Work and getting 6:30 am Departure Bay ferry 

2066 First departure at 5:35 am 

2067 shorter wait times between ferries 7 days per week 

2068 Same schedule midday on weekends and weekdays. 

2069 Option 2 is the only option that would allow us to catch the early Air Canada flight from 
Nanaimo to Vancouver.  We need to fly on this flight to catch a trans Canada flight going 
east. 

2070 I commute to Vancouver on the 6:30 horseshoe bay ferry. This is my only option to get to 
work 

2071 Provides an early sailing when necessary. 

2072 I use the 5:30am Gabriola departure far more frequently than the 11pm return. 

2073 Earlier ferry at 8:25pm. 

2074 More sailings in the mornings 

2075 middle day and evening 

2076 early ferry to connect with departure bay early ferry 

2077 I cannot see these schedules improving the overload system - no extra runs have been 
added. A year round schedule is preferable. An early am on a Monday helps islanders. 

2078 Maximum mid day runs to avoid overloads and delays at busiest times and first ferry early 
departure to connect with Departure Bay ferry. 

2079 Commuting departure times from Gabriola(AM) & Nanaimo(PM) 

2080 Earlier 1st sailing 

2081 similar each day, easy to remember no matter what day it is. 

2082 Better during the day, early morning option kept 

2083 Having both 5:35am and 6:35am still available.  I catch the 6:30am for work several times a 
week (including weekends). Our family uses the 5:35am quite a few times a year for travel.  
My son is now starting to use it more frequently for travel to practicum sites for school and for 
starting work at 7:00am (some travel time still needs to factored in on the big island side). We 
also use the 8:25pm from Nanaimo to travel home.  10:30pm as the last ferry   home  is late 
enough for our needs. This schedule will be easy to follow no matter the day of the week or 
season. 

2084 Early connection to Departure Bay  Last night is workable 

2085 having the early sailing (5:35am) and a schedule that stays the same each day of the week 
year round. 

2086 My preferred schedule is the existing schedule.  However, since this isn't an option, the only 
option for me is #2.  I get up a five, leave the house at six to bicycle down to catch the 6:30 
am ferry, five days each week. Getting up even earlier is NOT a suitable option for me.  If my 
work day has to be extended, I would rather have the extra time at the end of the day, so I 
can run errands in town while waiting for the later, 4:05pm ferry back to Gabriola. 

2087 Evening departure at 5.55pm from gabriola and 9.25 from Nanaimo 

2088 being able to make the 0630 Departure Bay departure to Horseshoe Bay 

2089 Early ferry 

2090 Option 2 is preferable as I feel the earlier sailing to connect with the big ferry is vital. Neither 
Option 1 or 3 are acceptable. 

2091 Option 2 is the only one I find suitable.  I often have to connect to the 6:30 a.m. sailing from 
Departure Bay. 

2092 Earlier morning sailing 

2093 Flexibility with other connections on Mon-Fri. 
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2094 early start , reduced gap mid day 

2095 The 5:35 allows connections with Vancouver ferry or appointments in Victoria. 

2096 5:35 am ferry - I start work at 6 am in Nanaimo 

2097 I work at 0630 in Nanaimo so I need the 0535 

2098 Lesser of two evils 

2099 My son attends Woodlands Secondary School.   The transit bus drops him off 5 minutes from 
the ferry terminal.    The 3:50 boat leaves him just enough time to make it to the terminal.    
Both options for a 3:45 sailing time will mean he needs to stay behind for another sailing.  
Option 2 is the least objectionable option. 

2100 I like that there isn't as big a gap in the middle of the day, 

2101 Does not force us to leave any earlier and will once again allow us to drive on the ferry at 4:05 
without leaving work early and losing pay. 

2102 More even sailings 

2103 Options for leaving Gabriola in the morning are preferred. 

2104 My morning commute is basically the same, but my after work time is later by 15 minutes, 
which would allow me to grab a few groceries before boarding. 

2105 Because there is a 2:55 ferry the 4:05 won't be overloaded everyday and I can drive home if I 
choose to and will actually increase the number of times I drive on as opposed to walking on. 

2106 The least amount of changes to my current work commute 

2107 I catch the 7:40 am in the morning. 7:30 would be too early given that i have to drop my child 
off at childcare first. I finish work at 2:30 and would be able to catch the 2:55 on most days. 

2108 no midday pause 

2109 This schedule, of the three is the least disruptive to my work schedule 

2110 This ferry schedule meets the needs of my work schedule the best 

2111 The 5:35 am departure. 

2112 I feel we need the 10 sailings during peak hours year round.  Option 2 allows people to get 
the first ferry in the morning and connect with the 6:30 a.m. ferry from Departure Bay. 

2113 Slightly later 7.40 ferry & no big gap weekends 

2114 The early departure on weekdays allows connection to the first ferry from Departure Bay to 
Horseshoe Bay and the gap in the evening ends a bit earlier. 

2115 Early morning departures, consistent coverage on weekend afternoons. 

2116 Early start in case you have to get to YVR early 

2117 shorter gaps mid-day, first ferry allows connections to other transportation, last ferry later, 
and same times daily rather than impossible to remember differences in weekend/weekday 
schedules. 

2118 more sailings during the day 

2119 Early morning sailing which is critical for connections to the mainland or for business 
meetings in Victoria on the same day.  Also important for small businesses picking up 
supplies from Vancouver Island and beyond. 

2120 The 7:40am departure from Gabriola 

2121 # of trips during the day... 

2122 I like the 5:35 option to be able to get off island earlier in case of appointments and possibly 
work. 

2123 Connections to Horseshoe Bay ferry; reasonable for shift workers and farmers 

2124 I'm so angry with the existing ferry schedule (angry that the cuts were forced on us) and the 
new proposed ones are no better.  I commute to work in Nanaimo  as does my child to high 
school. 

2125 I think it is the best for people using the ferry for shift work, for the students and for people 
using the ferry on the weekend. 

2126 work times 

2127 5:35 am ferry on occasion 

2128 The ferry leaves early enough to catch the 6:30 am out of Departure Bay, a commuter run for 
many who work in Vancouver, for example. 
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2129 shift worker at the hospital. for a five week period I am off work at 10:00 pm  otherwise it is a 
7:30am start 

2130 Need early morning ferry for work flexibility 

2131 Allows to catch the first ferry from Departure bay to Horseshoe Bay 

2132 As a Heath care commuter , footie, I am off at five working thro lunch 520 works for getting 
home any later and will consider moving 

2133 The early morning sailing will allow me to catch the early sailing out of Departure Bay. 

2134 Early morning sailing gives access to early Departure Bay \ Horseshoe Bay ferry 

2135 Little change between weekday and weekend ferries so easier to remember. 

2136 leaving Gabriola to commute to Vancouver  and coming home to Gabriola from Vancouver 

2137 Maximum gaps between departures.   And earlier return to service for evening gaps. 

2138 Maintain early ferry.  Keep schedules regular throughout day and year. 

2139 I am able to keep my early morning work hours. 

2140 Connection to 6:30 departure to Horseshoe Bay 

2141 The early morning sailing remains.   By the way....the interior ferries should not remain free of 
charge!! 

2142 I chose option 2 because I would be able to be present at  0630 shift start time and also  it is 
not too early to leave at 0625 from Gabriola to start either at 0730 or 0800, which is what I 
need to do at my place of work. 

2143 Requiring an early morning ferry service at 5:35 during weekdays 

2144 the 6:25 will still get me to work on time and the fact there will be ferry run put back in before 
the 3:45 means that the 3:45 will not be overloaded everyday allowing me to drive on again 
when I need to. 

2145 I take the 5:30 Monday morning to commute to Victoria for work. If you take away that ferry I 
will have to go Sunday night and be away from my family more. 

2146 Return to Gabe before 3:00pm 

2147 Shorter gap and ability to get to the he early Vancouver ferry out of Nanaimo 

2148 I require the 5:30-35 am ferry to commute to work.  On weekends we travel with our kids for 
sports the missing afternoon sailing with the current schedule is problematic 

2149 A 5:20 departure from Nanaimo. 

2150 The connecting with other ferries to the Mainland and the shorter time I between sailings. 

2151 Connection with Departure Bay to Horseshoe Bay ferry 

2152 same all year, last sailing from Nanaimo 10:30pm, 5 sailings on weekend days, early sailing 
so people can get to work in Vancouver 

2153 able to leave in Am for work & travel 

2154 Early start to connect with departure bay and maintaining a late evening sailing 

2155 Nothing. If I can't get to work I'll need to sell our house. 

2156 short maximum gap between departures before 4pm.  consistency in schedule time 
throughout week for last departure 

2157 Less evening gap 

2158 The evening break in schedule is less invasive. 

2159 I think it important to keep the 5:35am option. 

2160 Nothing works good, but at least there is not a 2 hour gap in the morning 
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Appendix 2 (b) : Problems identified by respondents who preferred Option 2 
 

Ref Comment 
2161 Students having to wait longer. 

2162 The ferry for students leaves Nanaimo too late. 

2163 need later ferry 11 

2164 The 10:30 ferry might be too early for some off island activities. 

2165 Last sailing for my husband who plays hockey. Last sailing for weekend shows/events in 
town. 

2166 5:35 could be cutting it close if the Ferry service to Horseshoe Bay Departs at 6:20.   The 
6:15 first departure would have very catastrophic consequences to anybody trying to get to 
the mainland within a reasonable time frame. 

2167 As indicated previously.  the most important ferry for me is the one leaving at 5:30 AM.  I can 
adjust to a different return time and would just plan accordingly to return from Nanaimo to 
Gabriola. 

2168 2 hour gap between 6.30 and 8.30 is too long. would be better to be 7.30 - 9.30 

2169 Last ferry at 10:30 makes coming back from Vancouver or Victoria a little more stressful. 

2170 the 555 departure time in the evening will cost 55 minutes of my time before every night shift, 
which starts at 730 pm. 

2171 I will never see my wife again because she will spend all of her time waiting for a ferry to 
bring her home. 

2172 Seems like my first choice option (2) has more sailings than the other two options...  I don't 
like constantly changing schedules day to day like option 3 because it is too hard to follow 
and remember and mistakes are too easy to make. 

2173 Weekend start time is very late for me.  I do not like the last ferry time - the last ferry needs to 
be at 23:30 so I can return from Vancouver and be able to take the last ferry to Gabriola.  The 
value of y property will drop as a result of the poor ferry service.   Gabriola will be a very 
unlikable place to live. 

2174 With the 10:30 sailing from Nanaimo being the last one, there is a chance that I will 
sometimes have to find a place in Nanaimo to sleep. Half an hour will make a lot of 
difference. 

2175 This is the best option, I see no problems 

2176 I have to take the 5:20 ferry and if its late (now it always is) I won't get home till 6:00. I am on 
the 6:35 so that is a 12 hour day for me - 5 days a week. I used to take the 6:45 and 4:45 
ferry. If I select option 1 - I have to leave even earlier and the days I do go the gym - I won't 
get back in time for the 6:05 ferry. I used to barely make the 6:10.  I often take the 7:20 ferry 
when I visit with family which is now gone with schedule 2 so its a complete rescheduling of 
my life. 10:30 ferry means no more shows with my daughter in Nanaimo as we can't get back 
in time. 

2177 I would like to see the last ferry stay as it is now. 

2178 There is a significant evening delay for commuters, but for me that is the lesser of two evils.  
It only adds inconvenience not additional costs (over night stay) which removing the 5:35am 
would create.  What isn't talked about is the summer schedule and connecting with the large 
ferries.  If the schedule remains the same in the summer there is a high probability of missing 
the 6:20am departure bay ferry.  This also create bad driving habits.  It is much safer to keep 
this at 5:30am.  5 mins could be the difference between safe driving and not when the 
schedules are this close. 

2179 I do work late sometimes and now would be made crazy if I missed the 6:30 and had to wait 
hours to get home....this would likely prompt a move to another community altogether 

2180 not as good as it was before all this nonsense 

2181 All of these options have problems, compared to what we had in 2013 

2182 Still has too many gaps, and last run could be later 

2183 yes the 5:35 AM instead of the 5:30 AM 

2184 the 5:20 PM sailing from Nanaimo 
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2185 gaps are still too wide at some times of day 

2186 Although I am not a student, I think it would be better if they could leave earlier than 4:15. 

2187 I would prefer to have a later return ferry from Nanaimo e.g. 11:00 pm as opposed to 10:30 

2188 The late ferry being 10:30 if people want to support the theatre in Nanaimo. Long gap 
between 6:30 and 8:25 

2189 the 5:20 pm will probably always be running late and that means not getting home to make 
dinner for the family until well after six. The option to make sure any Nanaimo visiting in the 
evenings ends in time to catch the last sailing at 10:30 pm. 

2190 switching the schedule all the time is problematic. 

2191 7:40 or 7:30 am for Sunday 

2192 Too long a gap between sailings 

2193 Large gaps 

2194 10.30 dept Nanaimo too early 

2195 It is a better solution to the schedule we have now. 

2196 They all do of course.  Best option available... we need a transportation system. 

2197 I can live with it 

2198 520 ferry - partner takes the 630 ferry- longer day for her. No 1100 ferry- makes visiting family 
in Nanaimo shorter visits- have to leave early for any events in town. 

2199 Removal of later last ferry may strand us when returning from off VI 

2200 Yes - the later in the afternoon returning (4:05 pm.) returning school ferry 

2201 None of these Sophie's Choice options are about the needs of islanders. All are problematic. 
This is the government's fault. I won't be forgetting that  ... ever. 

2202 4:05 to Gabriola will be zoo after the long gap 

2203 Last departure 10:30 pm 

2204 Lack of 11pm sailing 

2205 later sailing for high school students 

2206 No, I think it is a fair balance. 

2207 School ferry at 4:05 

2208 Early evening. No shows or visits in Nanaimo 

2209 The loss of an early ferry means no-one can leave Vancouver Island before 8:30am which 
means an overnight stay in town. If we get a 5:35 we lose the 11pm run. Option 3 is 85% 
identical for both. 

2210 Some may find the loss of the 11:05PM from Nanaimo to be an issue. 

2211 Last sailing is a little early 

2212 It is not good.  The service keeps getting worse and yet fares keep going up, but this is the 
best schedule considering the choices 

2213 last ferry in #2 & #3 too early for arrivals to Departure Bay 

2214 The last Nanaimo sailing should be 2300 

2215 Late ferry 

2216 Yes, the Wednesday evening gap remains a problem. And of course the main problem 
remains that they are simply cutting too many runs from a heavily used commuter boat. I 
would personally leave the current schedule in place, as I think that the overloads, lateness, 
etc. are a very public black eye for BC Ferries that can and should be used to continue to 
pressure then to return to the pre-April schedule. I thought the article in the last Sounder 
about International ferry operators did a good job of pointing out how shameful BC's support 
of ferries is when compared to other countries. 

2217 Later sailing for high school kids to return   from Nanaimo to Gabriola 

2218 still long gaps 

2219 The students waiting until 4:05 although it happens often anyway 

2220 I don't see the 5pm sailing listed .. Nanaimo to Gabriola ... why is it not shown? I take the 5pm 
ferry home M-F 

2221 Peak time 

2222 I'm not sure that it will resolve the long lineup frustration we are currently experiencing. 

2223 Long break in the evening 
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2224 This schedule works the best for my work and recreation. 

2225 It is the best option, I don't see any problems for me 

2226 That high school students have to wait longer to catch the ferry home. 

2227 I will have to work later 

2228 I realize that the last ferry leaving Nanaimo could inpact people arriving from the mainland, 
but it is obvious we can't have everything and I feel Option 2 is the best way to go. 

2229 YES!  Please change school student departure to 3:45 pm to minimize student travel time - 
this should be a PRIORITY! 

2230 Stops earliest from all options - how will that work out for connections with ferries from 
Vancouver to then get back to Gabriola? 

2231 That BC Ferries won't see the early sailings as important as they are typically not completely 
full.  Yet it is highly critical to those of us who depend on it or for those needing emergency 
medical care. 

2232 I don't like the early 1st departure at 5:35am. I think closer to 6 would be better. 

2233 Making the connection between departure bay and the Gabriola Ferry, particularly at night. 

2234 the 4:05 pm from Nan. may be problematic for students. A 3:45 may be better instead of the 
4:05 proposed. 

2235 Evening gap 

2236 The 4:05 departure for high school students back to Gabriola is not appropriate.  They need 
to leave Nanaimo much earlier- I would prefer 3:30 or 3:40. Their day is long enough with 
their commute to school without being forced to wait around for the ferry.  Also, there is a lack 
of supervision during this time for the younger high school students. 

2237 I don't love the 10:30pm departure from Sunday-Tuesday, as that could hinder shift workers. 

2238 sat sun problematic for shift workers 

2239 Don't like the 6:35 - 8:25 break.  Would prefer 7:15 - 9:00 pm break. 

2240 Kids have a longer wait for the ferry than other options. 

2241 I start some shifts at 2;30 - so I will be on an earlier ferry. 

2242 Not having 11pm sailing back. Again for work flexibility 

2243 My partner often works at midnight a shortest wait to start working is better...what's a person 
to do from ten till midnight? 

2244 I would prefer to have a later last sailing, even if it meant larger gaps between service in the 
evening. 

2245 A slightly later Nanaimo last sailing would be better but a last sailing from Nanaimo at 10:30 
pm is workable for me most of the time. 

2246 4;05 returning from Nanaimo daily during winter....when days are shorter and darkness falls 
earlier will be problematic.  so getting home to Mudge in the light will necessitate taking an 
earlier ferry which cuts down on productive time in Nanaimo tween waiting in line for ferries in 
either direction. . 

2247 only if the ferry from Horseshoe Bay is delayed 

2248 School ferry later.  Latest ferry only 10:30. 

2249 Loss of the late night runs could be a problem for some.     Btw, reduce BCF management 
expenses!! 

2250 In this picture, we don't know what the scheduled times will be that are leaving from Nanaimo.  
It is highly important that people be able to get home with out a huge break in sailing times  
ie:  I need to catch the 1350 from Nanaimo or 1550 if I work later. I think it is highly important 
to keep the 1350 or make it 1400, so that there is not too big of a break for those needing to 
travel.  Also if there were a 1350 ferry (or 1400) it would relieve some of the overloading 
issues for the 1550 or around 1600 leaving Nanaimo 

2251 I will need to wait another 15 to the 4:05 but it allows quick errands and shopping so could be 
good also. 

2252 Any option that isn't our old schedule will be problematic. 

2253 10:30pm last sailing from Nanaimo 

2254 Yes, the early finish sucks horribly. 

2255 evening gap is earlier, may cause overloads and waits at 6:35 from Nanaimo 
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2256 delayed school run 

2257 I am concerned that the late nite may be too early to allow for an evening out 

2258 I need to leave gabriola by 5:30 on weekdays to arrive at work on time.And 6:30 for my 
weekend shifts.   Losing my job is a serious concern. 

2259 2 hour gap in service 6:35 to 8:25 

2260 No 7:20 pm 

2261 The last ferry is NOT suitable to return home from Vancouver/other traveling destinations. 

2262 I would prefer a 10:55pm option. 

2263 No late departures 
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Appendix 3 (a) : Comments from respondents who preferred Option 3 
 

Ref Comment 
3001 Consistency (simplicity) of service pattern every day, year round, including weekends. 

3002 Need a 9 pm sailing to get home from kids competitive gymnastics 3 times a week. 

3003 Smaller gaps between sailings. 

3004 night time sailings work for my grandkids activities which will keep them on Gabriola 

3005 adjustment for seasonal difference; shorter gap before 4pm; shorter gap on evening service, 
later Nanaimo departure wed - sat. 

3006 The big break has been eliminated.  This break causes both congestion and the ferry to run 
behind time.  While the high school kids have to get up another 10 minutes early (for the 
South end that is 5:30am), however in this option they get home 20 minutes earlier and, even 
more importantly, it has a 2:25 ferry that brings the kids home on short days without the 2 
hour wait (at the mall?) that they currently have. 

3007 pretty uniform schedule throughout the week and not a large gap in the afternoon Nanaimo to 
Gabriola ferry 

3008 It allows my children to return to Gabriola from after school activities in a more timely manner. 

3009 We like the 2:25 leaving Nanaimo. 

3010 Least problem 

3011 Almost nothing but it is the least worst option. 

3012 Option 3, my preferred option, has the best timing of daytime runs with the shortest daytime 
gap. These all suit my own travel habits better. 

3013 Less gap time than option 1 

3014 More sailings on weekends and less of a gap. 

3015 The  departure times for morning ferries.  Nice to have 1:45 as an option instead of 2:20.  
Either option 3 or 1 work for me, but would be more likely to take Sat afternoon ferry than be 
affected by late varying evening ferry times, so put option 3 first. 

3016 There isn't that huge of a break in the middle of the day so it works for short days for students 
and it also will create less of a rush for the ferry after the break due to line ups 

3017 Gap in evening service on Wednesdays being 7:15pm-9pm. I would be using a 9pm sailing 
from Nanaimo to Gabriola weekly for work. 

3018 being able to attend evening activities in Nanaimo 

3019 Gets you home earlier before the evening gap if there is a vehicle overload/traffic delay from 
the daily commute. 

3020 5 sailings during day on Sat. and Sun. 

3021 After work departure at 4:55 and minimal afternoon break. 

3022 Less wait time during the day when travelling over to Nanaimo and back. At least this way, if 
the ferry is full you don't have to wait so long for the next one. 

3023 I don't really like any of the options. In a comparison the current schedule works better for me. 
The parts I like best about this option is that it maintains a reasonable number of sailings 
during the day without huge gaps. Trading off for a slightly later morning run and a slightly 
earlier evening run seems ok to me.Of the 3 options I like the slightly later start to the evening 
gap (a gap starting at 6:35 just isn't on), and the ability to get home a bit earlier (9 pm end to 
gap instead of 10:05). 

3024 Consistency 

3025 It's the least awful of the three. 

3026 shorter gap time in the afternoon , 

3027 ease of children attending school in Nanaimo, and ability to make it to recreational classes in 
Nanaimo (day & evening), as well as making it to afternoon appointments. 

3028 shorter gaps during the day 

3029 More flexibility during the day 

3030 No changes between week end sailings and week day sailings 

3031 the least stupid 
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3032 It seems the best mix of late in the evening, not too long a gap mid day and not too bad  of a 
gap in the evenings. 

3033 1 hr 20 m gap between departures; 3:45 sailing for me and all the high school students; more 
departures in the morning and afternoon than we have now. 

3034 early and late sailings 

3035 Early and late sailings 

3036 evening sailings 

3037 Wednesday 9pm sailing is crucial for my work 

3038 no long waits. covers early mornings and later evenings 

3039 shortest daytime gap every day plus late enough departures in the evening 

3040 The 6:15 will make it easier to catch the ferry at departure bay or Duke point and the last ferry 
from Nanaimo will allow us to attend events in Nanaimo. 

3041 Less of a wait in the middle. Consistent scheduling. 

3042 I work off Gabriola and this schedule is the best for my business travel. 

3043 There are no large gaps between ferries. 

3044 More morning departures from Gabriola.    Better timing of the gaps. 

3045 The time gap, and later ferry 

3046 seasonal changes, more daytime ferry on weekends 

3047 lesser of 3 evils 

3048 Should reduce overloads 

3049 better than opt 1: 2h35m gap on weekends means extra difficulties for sports teams 

3050 consistent, more during day, minimal long gaps between, 

3051 I picked because: it is a 7 day schedule; last ferry is near 11pm; later start to evening break 
(7:15 ferry instead of 6:35) 

3052 It's important to keep the late return from Nanaimo. 

3053 Less wait time between daytime sailing sailings and last ferry at 1055 good if attending 
events in Nanaimo. 3:45 ferry better for school kids. 

3054 - Best combination of:  late-evening Nanaimo departure times plus smaller day-time gap 
leaving Nanaimo plus student afternoon ferry departure time not moved later. 

3055 not a big gap mid-day 

3056 Minimises long gaps. 

3057 Daytime coverage and late evening 

3058 The gap in services is at a better time. 

3059 shorter mid day gap 

3060 I commute and if I miss the 6:35 it's a long wait. However I can get to a 7:15  90% of the time. 

3061 weekday departure 6:15 and 7:30 am 

3062 late Nanaimo departure 

3063 includes a mid-morning sailing (11:00ish) as well as a early-mid afternoon sailing 

3064 Consistency of 5 mid day ferries year-around; 10:55 seems reasonable time for late ferry.  
Also prefer 7:30 to 7:40 am. 

3065 There is a 'late' ferry home on the days I am most likely to need it.  Avoids weekend gaps that 
I may overlook when planning trips 

3066 I am a Monday to Friday office commuter so all 3 options work to some extent. I appreciate 
more frequent sailings on weekends as these can be peak times for cars. I also like that there 
are some later evenings (weds - sat) for social events. 

3067 It seems to accommodate both workers and students within the restrictions imposed. 

3068 Lessen the gaps in the daytime schedule 

3069 Only 1 long gap in option 3 so less panic and less early arrivals in car lineup. 

3070 prefer option 3 because 5 sailings each day; gap between sailings is consistent & shortest & 
later sailing in evening so can attend theatre, functions in Nanaimo 

3071 last ferry from Nanaimo needs to be later than option 2. fewer large breaks. 

3072 I want option 3 ONLY.  

3073 The 1 hour 20 minute gap between daytime sailings. 

3074 More daily sailings plus later gap for evening sailings. 
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3075 Early morning possibility, number of daily departures (my schedule varies a lot) 

3076 The consistency of the sailing times. Most of the sailings are at the same times regardless of 
the day excluding the last sailing. The last sailing is already impossible to catch for most 
people working later shifts in Nanaimo such as myself so unfortunately it doesn't matter to 
me when it is anymore. 

3077 Fewer holes in schedule. Shorter wait times. 

3078 No major gaps in service, evening gap over dinner time, still have late-ish ferry from Nanaimo 

3079 No long waits between sailings during the day, particularly in the mid morning as it is now. 

3080 Gap in the afternoon. 

3081 Easy to remember   Works best for summer 

3082 the coverage of departures from both sides fits my travel needs. 

3083 Consistent daily schedule and only last ferry from Nanaimo changes departure times? Better 
school return time for kids. 

3084 having 5 sailings during the day,no big gaps during the day 

3085 #3 – it gets rid of the gap, has ferries at the times needed to bring kids home from school, and 
goes late enough on the key dates to ensure visitors coming from Vancouver after work can 
still make it. 

3086 most consistent day time schedule 

3087 #3 – it gets rid of the gap, has ferries at the times needed to bring kids home from school, and 
goes late enough on the key dates to ensure visitors coming from Vancouver after work can 
still make it. 

3088 more sailings during the day 

3089 The smaller gaps on weekend runs because my daughter's father travels via Harbour Air to 
visit her from the mainland, which equate to less time waiting for transportation and more time 
visiting. 

3090 least down time 

3091 Consolidating early mornings; relieving midday pressure, last evening ferry on weekends 
works for theatres, etc. 

3092 shorter gaps 

3093 1 hr 20 between sailings 

3094 Keeping more of the late night sailings work best for us 

3095 Connections to/from Horseshoe Bay. Not good but the best one. 

3096 Evens out the back logs in ferry traffic thru out day, 

3097 Less time between Nanaimo departures before 4 pm 

3098 not a two hour wait between ferries 

3099 As I go for dialysis in Nanaimo 3 time a week at a set time, this schedule works best. 

3100 Gives me access to an early morning ferry(615am) as well as the commuter ferry(730am) 
which will arrive before a 8am start of work in Nanaimo.  Gives me two sailings to arrive in 
Nanaimo before noon to start an afternoon/evening shift (12-8pm). And enough evening 
sailings to return to Gabriola after afternoon/evening shift 

3101 best of a bad lot 

3102 1:45 Gabriola departure, 7 days a week. Long afternoon gap on the weekend really ruins 
quick afternoon errand trips to Nanaimo. Side note: PLEASE arrange enough time for the 
4:55 boat leaving Nanaimo leaves on time. I commute daily and the current 5pm boat rarely 
departs on time. 

3103 More daily sailings between 9 and 3 and later evening schedule 

3104 fewest breaks between sailings means more options 

3105 Late sailings from Nanaimo 

3106 Fewer long gaps between ferries.  Late enough service. 

3107 The current morning gaps (ie no 11ish am) means that I have to go into town super early for 
my son's weekly health appointments and drags our day from a few hours to 10 hours. 

3108 Consistent 
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3109 Shorter gaps between day-time departures. Early morning departures not critical for me. Final 
10:55 pm Nanaimo departure 6 days a week should work for most users. Final Nanaimo 
10:30 pm would work for me most of the time but the later final sailing will accommodate 
more people. 

3110 More runs during the day  and less later at night makes sense 

3111 Keeps the late sailing and reduces mid-day gaps 

3112 Fewer gaps and better later night service part of the week 

3113 The commuter ferries are relatively unchanged, tho 7.30 is a bit early can cope with it... 
Option 2 is not the greatest because the "home time" ferry is 5.20 not 5 pm. 

3114 I don't want 2 or 1 but I can't make the form show that. 

3115 Just feel this is the best time spread and use for everyone. As family members try to get from 
the big ferry to Gabe at night, I wanted the option with a later Nan departure. 

3116 Getting from Gabriola to Nanaimo to catch the ferry from Duke Point (typically on a Sunday 
afternoon). All other options (including the current schedule) mean we have to leave on the 
12.50 ferry to catch the 3.15 from Duke Point, which is unnecessarily early - we'd rather 
spend another hour on Gabriola! I also prefer this to option 2 for arriving on Gabriola (from 
Duke Point).It allows a larger margin for getting to Nanaimo Harbour when the 5.45 from 
Tsawwassen is late and the last ferry from Nanaimo Harbour is late enough that we can still 
get to Gabriola  if we have to come over on the 8.15 from Tsawwassen. 

3117 Least amount of gap in afternoon. 

3118 The afternoon gap & evening gap are minimized - this is important to me. 

3119 LATE SAILINGS 

3120 More options for teens to come home, at a reasonable time 

3121 Every 1.25 min no breaks 

3122 less time between runs 

3123 It has the best arrangement of times. 

3124 Option 3   has a shorter time between ferries to wait  consistent all week no changes on 
weekend perhaps we can memorize the schedule  might reduce the overloads with more 
consistent evenly spaced runs 

3125 Has the earliest and latest ferries on mon to sat 

3126 Option 3 has sadly the better schedule, but not by much. It will be slightly easier for town trips 
when getting groceries, running errands, or going to appointments. 

3127 Shorter mid-day break and 10:55 late ferry. 

3128 I like a consistent year-round schedule; the 9:00 Nan departure makes it perfect for me to 
have dinner with friends and yet not have to run for the ferry. 

3129 After asking around, the students and shiftworkers preferred Option 3 
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Appendix 3 (b) : Problems identified by respondents who preferred Option 3 
 

Ref Comment 
3130 Would prefer to see last departure at 11pm (as Option 1) rather than 1055. I don't foresee 

significant problems with the 1030 last run on Sundays and winter evenings early in the week. 

3131 Remembering the schedule! 

3132 No early morning ferry for the farming community is a bummer. 

3133 Quite complicated when it comes to the late night sailings. 

3134 I don't accept the entire concept.  I want early (7am - 8am range) sailings on sunday and 
sailings of at least 11pm on all days.  Anyone who does recreational stuff off Island on 
weekends need something better than getting up in the middle of the night or getting off at 
whatever and not making the activity on time 

3135 Those that need the 5:35am ferry. 

3136 Will be impossible for people to catch the first ferry leaving Departure Bay. 

3137 Long break in the evening i.e. on Wednesday 8:55 then nothing until 10:55.  I have an 
evening dance class that finishes at 9 pm. 

3138 I am very concerned about after school activities for kids and how they will be affected. 
Putting the evening gap earlier will have a big influence on how early kids can get home. 
Option #2, with a gap after 6:35 will have a huge impact on families and I think that's a terrible 
option.I am left to wonder if much consideration was given to families in the construction of 
this schedule. The gap starting at 7:15 is more manageable. I do like the thought of the gap 
ending at 9 pm rather than 10:05. 

3139 just the usual, the ferry not being on schedule 

3140 The whole thing will be problematic. The service will not meet the needs of the island. 

3141 the evening gap from Nanaimo is to long 

3142 For the high school students who are attending Woodlands Secondary, they might miss some 
of the 3:45 boats, due to the timing of the city buses to get downtown.  The 3:50 boat from 
Nanaimo this year has worked nicely.  However when looking at the options, Option 3 would 
still work best for my family overall. 

3143 Not having a ferry from 7:15 to 9:00. When I catch the 3:10 p.m ferry to go to a meeting in 
Nanaimo starting at 4:00 I catch the 7:20 home (currently). I don't look forward to waiting until 
9 

3144 Paying ferry workers for sitting around during the proposed 3 hour downtime between 7:15 
and 9:00pm.    No mention when there will be dangerous cargo sailings, refueling or safety 
checks. 

3145 Yes, no early run (i.e. 5:30 or 35) in the morning, which may well be hard for shift work people 
- and that is probably an important consideration. 

3146 PREFER 7:40 AM TIME FOR STUDENTS 

3147 I think the 9:00 pm sailing will be busy but hopefully not full/overloaded. 

3148 The 6:15 ferry may not be quite early enough to make a connecting flight out of the Nanaimo 
airport as Air Canada is becoming less accommodating about folks arriving a minute or two 
late. 

3149 perhaps the lack of early morning sailing, could it be a 6 am sailing but all else remains the 
same 

3150 gap from Nanaimo 7.15 -9.00.  changes with times daily 10.30-10.55 

3151 715-9pm gap 

3152 The weird sailing schedule for the last run of the day? Weird place to split it? 

3153 The long gap in departure times from Nanaimo during the evenings. 

3154 More sailing required to stop overloads 

3155 not early enough. not late enough. 

3156 Last ferry prohibits getting last Horseshoe Bay ferry (9pm) and making connection.....an 
occasional problem only that can be planned for 
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3157 Connections to the Departure Bay ferry are important to me. The current 7:40 am time makes 
it very tight to catch the 8:30 am. The 7:15 pm time, a reduction of 5 minutes, may also be 
tight. I am concerned for those commuters who wish to catch the 6:30 am big ferry in the 
morning. 

3158 First sailing may affect workers, but hopefully adjusting work hours by 45 minutes will be 
possible. 

3159 the 6:15 first ferry might be problematic for workers and those with medical appointments in 
Victoria 

3160 - For people who frequently take the 6:30 am ferry from Departure Bay to Horseshoe Bay, 
they would not be able to make the connection. 

3161 How many will be affected by removing very early ferry? 

3162 price of tickets 

3163 Coming from Vancouver to Gabriola on a Sunday - have to leave Vancouver no later than a 
7:00 -ish ferry. Otherwise can't make the ferry on a Sunday returning home. 

3164 2230 departure on Sunday 

3165 Confusing to change late ferry time departing Nanaimo in mid week! 

3166 I work until 5pm (as do many office workers) so a 5:15 departure from Nanaimo would be 
much preferred over having to wait until after 6pm for the next trip. 

3167 Respecting the schedule 

3168 Connecting to and from earliest and latest Departure Bay ferries not possible. 

3169 Never know til give it a try but think it will work well 

3170 When my children try to visit from Vancouver on Friday nights after their workday -  is very 
tight. More significantly, longer waits to get a ferry. 

3171 The gaps in the schedule!!! If anything, slow  the boat down to save fuel and make the trips 
throughout the day run at even intervals. Nothing is more aggravating than being at the 
mercy of an irregular and ever-changing schedule and getting stuck waiting for 2 hours at the 
end of a long day. 

3172 Return times (Nanaimo to Gabriola) are still not late enough to attend performances etc. The 
same holds true for Gabriola to Nanaimo for those coming here to attend performances etc. 

3173 First ferry not early enough for some jobs 

3174 They should have a 5:35 sailing from Gabriola at least Monday to Friday.  I would prefer 
having the same schedule every day. 

3175 If I wanted to take a very early ferry to Vancouver, this option wouldn't get me there.  Long 
evening waits could be a pain, but better then than early in the day and the crowding we have 
seen with the present schedule. 

3176 not for me personally but later start may bother some 

3177 Difficult for people working early shifts in Nanaimo. 

3178 late night ferries from Vancouver 

3179 still difficult for people working early shifts 

3180 I travel to the Mainland on some weekends, leaving Thurs-Sun, instead of Fri-Mon due to 
work, and should I miss the 5:45pm ferry from Tsawwassen, I can't reach Gabriola.  The 
10:30pm ferry to Gabe does not allow for enough time to get to the terminal from Duke Point 
on the 8:15, especially if it runs late due to weather.  BCF will lose out on my money from 
Mainland trips. 

3181 yes less frequent service 

3182 The evening gap 

3183 I only found one suitable option - option 3  

3184 Middle of the day line ups and delays will still be there 

3185 Many sailings to not connect well with Horseshoe Bay service. 

3186 Increased summer traffic. More runs required. 

3187 Last departure from Nanaimo could be for some people that work shift work and need the 11 
pm ferry 

3188 late night shift workers will be affected 

3189 Depends on timing 
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3190 No commuter ferry(730am) leaving Gabriola on Sunday makes it difficult to get to work for 
weekend workers. 

3191 at night 10:30 is too early and 6:30 is not early enough for many workers 

3192 The evening schedule is WAY too complicated. I'm sure that I'll mis-read the late night 
sailings 

3193 possibly the early morning. 

3194 The gap is during the times when most folks are coming from the 5 and 7 pm ferry routes 
from Vancouver.  In the summer this will definitely cause congestion and makes a super long 
day if you are traveling to Vancouver and back in a day for medical appointments.  I may not 
be able to afford the extra costs of having to stay overnight in Vancouver or Nanaimo. 

3195 The 7:15 pm to 9 pm gap leaving Nanaimo is not ideal, but I still prefer the gap at this time 
(7:15 to 9 pm) than mid-day. 

3196 later first sailing of the day 

3197 Only the morning ferry being 10 mins earlier... 

3198 The connections to the Vancouver ferry in the evening. 

3199 Not having a very early sailing may impact some travellers/workers but not sur.  Think later 
departure from Nan is more crucial. 

3200 People might complain they can't catch the first ferry to Vancouver - but they should be 
encouraged to go via Duke Point instead. 

3201 go back to the old system when they did a return run every hour (both ways) 

3202 The long evening gap may be a hassle 

3203 possible early Monday morning problem of connecting with first ferry from Departure to 
Horseshoe for people working Vancouver during the week. 

3204 Yes I would like an additional 9:25 p.m. Sunday night departure as well as the 10:30 p.m. 
Sun to Tues and the 10:55p.m. Wed- Sat 

3205 The gap from 7:15-9 pm. But it's only slightly better then our current option. 

3206 the 4:55 sailing; I leave work at 4:45 and will have to RUN not walk to catch the sailing.  The 
present 5:00 departure time gives me just enough time to walk quickly but I can probably still 
catch the 4:55 sailing. 
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Appendix 4 : Comments from respondents who did not favour any option 
 
Ref Comment 
4001 I don't like any of these options. 

4002 I would like to know how much BC Ferries would save by scheduling the last ferry from 
Nanaimo for 10:30 instead of 11 p.m.  What is that half hour actually worth? 

4003 Not any option is good. Better to keep what we have. 

4004 We either loose the first ferry, or the last ferry 

4005 The morning leaving nan to Gabriola and more back  And forth without gaps throughout the 
weekdays 

4006 I hate them all; the current schedule works better. PLEASE don't do this, you are only making 
things worse, not better. 

4007 All versions are problematic because none allows for BOTH getting off Gabriola in time to 
connect with the first ferry to Horseshoe Bay AND connecting with end-of the day 
ferries/buses. These links are vital to me and my family, even if they are not used every day. 

4008 Keep the current schedule. I need early and late sailings for work. 

4009 Actually, even with its flaws the current schedule works better than any of these options 
because at least it covers both ends of the day. 

4010 Life on Gabriola is not just about getting back and forth to Nanaimo. The most problematic 
aspects of these options for our family relate to connections with other transportation. One of 
us commutes to Vancouver weekly. Not being able to get off Gabriola first thing in the 
morning to make the 6:30 from Departure Bay will likely mean having to leave on Sunday 
night instead of Monday morning. This would be a major sacrifice of family life. How is this 
"families first"? In general, getting into Vancouver for the start of the business day becomes 
impossible without this early connection, and significantly limits the value of a big-city day trip. 
On the other hand, having the last trip from Nanaimo leave at 10:30pm means losing the 
connection with the 9pm from Horseshoe Bay which the 11:05 departure allows for. 

4011 I don't understand it. It is confusing. 

4012 I don't want to choose an option, they are all terrible. We had a good schedule after the refit; 
coverage at both ends of the day, and pretty evenly spaced in between. That is the schedule 
that works best for me. 

4013 The idea of no 5:30 boat on two of the options means no connecting with the 6:30 big ferry, 
which is a pretty significant problem for me. On the other hand, coming home late there are 
big gaps which can easily leave you stuck on the wrong side. I see that as a security issue, 
especially for women travelling on their own. 

4014 None of these options work for me. I need to catch the 5:30 ferry on the week days to arrive 
at my employer by 6:00. My employer (Coast Hotel) already changed my schedule with the 
last ferry cuts. I'm not sure my employer will accommodate my schedule again. I'm at risk of 
losing my job and not being able to pay my mortgage. 

4015 They're all bad and particularly bad for the high school students. If we choose option 2 which 
allows our teenager to leave the house as "late" as 7am then he has to wait longer at the ferry 
in the afternoon. To have the ferry leave Nanaimo at 3:45 in the afternoon the kids have to 
get up even earlier.  The gap in the evening is a problem in all cases. 

4016 If kids miss the 3:45 they are stuck till 7:15 

4017 I choose existing schedule as it works best for my work schedule 

4018 I have been using the ferry since the "Eona". The greatest problem is the government. No 
amount of "fiddling" can fix an underfunded service. 

4019 Don't really have a choice now, eh?   Liked the old one the best. 

4020 I work mon - fri in Nanaimo. I have to be back on island in time to pick up my youngest from 
elementary school. I have a son in high school who already gets home late enough. The 1:50 
sailing worked best for me. Please stop changing the schedule. It's so hard to plan our lives 
without the ever changing ferry schedules. NONE of these work for us. 
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4021 I am retired and I do have the option of scheduling my travel more freely than student and 
commuters. I think that the survey results and schedule and should give special emphasis to 
the needs of students and commuters. 

4022 Nothing I prefer a bridge 

4023 They will no longer connect with buses on either the Nanaimo side or Gabriola. 

4024 This is garbage   Get a better survey   Get a better way of doing this 

4025 return all sailings, lower the fares. 

4026 I prefer the current schedule to any of the proposed options.  I take my son to soccer after 
school and the most common ferries we take home are the 6.10, 7.20, 8.20.  None of the 
proposed options have all these ferries. 

4027 nothing, preferred option is number 4  the same schedule we had the last few years before 
the last two new ones, why change something that was working perfectly 

4028 option two being next best to option 4  however last sailing would be better at 11  it is 
essential to keep the 5.35 sailing from Gabriola for people who need to go for medical 
appointments in Victoria   and also for the ambulance.  and not to mention when power is out, 
hydro can can get here faster. 

4029 Nothing. Return to Summer 2010 schedule. Would prefer morning early ferry and late night 
ferry as before. 

4030 The preferred option is not given. None attend to the mandate of BC public transportation.    
The ferries are part of the BC public transportation system and as such means equal service 
throughout the province no matter the geographic location. Therefore the schedule to 
Gabriola should ensure travel at all times which is the case for the public roads, available 
24/7 year round.     That said, travel use of the ferry between midnight and 5:30 to Gabriola is 
virtually non existent. It is worth some consideration given to no sailings during the times 
noted above. The route schedule should not inhibit travel at all other times. This would 
include enough sailings to ensure no or infrequent overloads throughout the year. 

4031 Latest sailing would be a problem if coming from Duke Point ferry.  Water taxi SHOULD be 
available for those missing the last ferry -- or needing to get to town before first ferry sailings. 

4032 None of these schedules are my "preferred option" -- which would be to go back to the 
original number of sailings/times prior to the cuts! 

4033 I don't like any of these options. 

4034 I would like to know how much BC Ferries would save by scheduling the last ferry from 
Nanaimo for 10:30 instead of 11 p.m.  What is that half hour actually worth? 

4035 Not any option is good. Better to keep what we have. 

4036 We either loose the first ferry, or the last ferry 

4037 I hate them all; the current schedule works better. PLEASE don't do this, you are only making 
things worse, not better. 

 


